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When are end users most and least
comfortable with their usage data being
collected, analysed, and stored by
companies, including third parties?
% of people comfortable

How comfortable are people with specific
scenarios around data collection and use?
% of people comfortable
Scenario

Type of site, service, or internetconnected technology
Internetconnected home
appliances,
personal
assistants, or
vehicles

45
43
41

Internetconnected
wearable devices

32

Internetconnected
mobile devices

32

Online browsers
or apps

Public places,
facilities, or
infrastructure

30

Digital audio
services

Most

Least

Using connected and tracking
technology on a pet or other animal
(Note: companies would have
access to this data).

36%

Using connected and tracking
technology on your children or other
family members (Note: companies
would have access to this data).

30%

Your personal data and digital
footprint information being used to
personalize the content, products,
services and digital advertising you
are exposed to. This would include
receiving product and service offers
based on your personal information.

27%

Your personal data and digital
footprint information being sold to
third parties for marketing purposes.

18%

What drives end-user discomfort with personal data
being collected, analysed and stored?
% selecting each option
Reason for not feeling comfortable

“It is being done without my
permission”

53%

“I fear that ‘anonymous’ or
‘anonymized’ data could be traced
back to my identity”

36%

“I’m not comfortable with my data
being shared with third parties”

53%

35%

“It is being done without my
knowledge”

“I’m not comfortable with my data
being used for personalized
advertising”

47%

34%

“I fear my private data and digital
footprint could become public”

46%

“I don’t think there is sufficient/effective
regulation or oversight around the use
of my data”
“I don’t understand how my data is
protected”

29%

“I don’t receive enough value or
benefits in exchange for my data”

28%

“I’m not comfortable with my data
being used to personalize or improve
the products and services I use”

21%

“I don’t understand why it is being
done”

16%

“I don’t understand how it could
affect me”

12%

“I don’t think sufficient measures are
being taken to keep my data secure”

44%

“I fear my data could be used to
commercially exploit me”

43%

“I think that all types of data should be
kept completely private, no matter
what”

39%

“I fear my data could disadvantage me
in other ways (e.g. in hiring or lending
decisions)”

36%

End user preferences around trade-offs between privacy and personalization
% of people stating each preference

Preferred trade-off between privacy and personalization
Prefer to have none of my information
collected, analyzed, and stored;
therefore, I would not have a
personalized user experience

Brazil

27
42

China

30

31

Prefer that my information is
collected, analyzed, and stored, but
not linked to my identity; therefore,
there would still be some
personalization of my user
experience, including what ads and
marketed products/services I see.

Egypt

Germany

22

24

47
32

40

22

USA

S Africa

26
44

45
28

Global

25

27
45

54
31

Prefer that my information is collected,
analyzed, stored, and linked to my identity,
for the personalization of my user
experience, including what ads and
marketed products/services I see.

30

31

SOURCE: The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey, World Economic Forum, 2017. Global representative sample of 6,347 digital media users aged 15-69 from the six countries
Brazil, China, Egypt, Germany, South Africa, and the United States of America. The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey examined end user perceptions, sentiment,
and behaviour around the collection, use and sharing of personal data by digital media services, platforms and technologies. Find out more at weforum.org

